Data
Key Facts:
The cost of well integrity issues to the
oil and gas industry is estimated to
be $400bn a year
Approximately half of well shut-ins
and half of all workovers are due to
operational integrity problems
iWIT provides solutions for integrated
operations and asset optimisation.
Smart investments in assets and well
integrity streamline your operations,
lower downtime, increase production
and reduce CAPEX and OPEX

iWIT Implementations 2005-2015

iWIT™
Well Operations & Integrity Management System

Improve Safety | Manage Risk | Comply | Lower Costs | Increase Production

iWIT™ is a comprehensive, web-based software developed to meet the
demands and uniqueness of oil and gas operations – a single, one-stop
solution for integrity and broader well operation management needs.
iWIT has served the needs of diverse customer operations around the
world for over a decade, supported by experienced and responsive
engineers who understand your challenges.

12,000+ wells

15 countries

iWIT Benefits

Highly scalable, iWIT automates and streamlines well data into a single environment that
applies business rules for a comprehensive and consistent understanding of operational
conditions and the integrity of your assets.
• Immediate, web-based decision support – for engineers and managers
• Improve safety through increased certainty of well integrity issues
• Quickly identify production threats and reduce downtime
• Reduce costs with fewer workovers and increased uptime (production optimisation)
• Track and mitigate risk with the incorporation of complex business logic
• Comply with regulatory needs and standards including ISO 16530-2 Well Integrity
in the Operational Phase

Complete visibility of well integrity
management processes

iWIT delivers KPIs for the well, asset and company with data sourced from iWIT’s
own database or 3rd party systems. A wide range of operations and production
measurements can be applied against operational limits or risk-based criteria and a
historical well timeline records events for the full well lifecycle.

Support for proactive maintenance
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12,000+ wells

Example layout
of an iWIT well
management
overview

15 countries

Minimum Hardware
Requirement for iWIT Notepad
1.5 Ghz Processor
1GB Available RAM (not virtual
memory)

iWIT Notepad
iWIT represents the master record of the state of well integrity across an
operator’s well stock and contains organisational hierarchy describing the
operator’s organisational structure, as-built data which describes each well
in detail and operational data describing the “state of play” now, in the
past and as planned for the future. From a software point of view, iWIT®
represents the application of operators’ business rules to observed and
modelled data. There are a number of ways of entering this data: through
iWIT’s own online forms, through system interfacing, and by offline digital
data collection. This last method is enabled with iWIT® Notepad.
®

40Gb Available hard disk space
Graphics Card Capable of minimum
resolution of 1024 x 768
At least 1 available USB 2.0 slot

Used by operators in new and mature fields alike,
iWIT
isadaptor
used
in offshore and onshore,
Wireless
Network
/ Ethernet
for network connectivity.
conventional and unconventional environments port
including
shale, CBM/CSG, heavy oil
Supported operating systems for iWIT
Notepad:
operations and UGS. Wood Group Intetech engineers
evaluate the full scope of your
Windows 7
requirements and then define the architecture, functionality
and rules that best match
Windows 8
your business needs. We also assist or advise on
the8.1 management and transfer of any
Windows
legacy
or historical
integrity-related
data
or information that needs to be loaded.
iWIT Notepad
is software capable
of being loaded onto any
Windows
®

capable device – such as ruggedized and inherently safe tablets – and
used to collect data in the field while the user is offline and in the field. This
data can then be synchronised with the master database when the user is
back online.

Enhanced cash flow for oil and gas
field operations
Improved safety
Early detection of well integrity
failures
Reduced incidence of well failure
Identification of developing well
integrity problems and trends
Increased production and reduced
number of well shut-ins
Improved control of contractor
activities
For examples of the broad range of
scenarios where iWIT solutions have
delivered value, see ‘SPE 159441 Case
Histories of Life Cycle Well Integrity
Management using iWIT software’ at
www.intetech.com
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Key Features
Integration and interfacing with
automated systems and manual
sources
Robust data validation rules to
mitigate or identify erroneous data
KPIs from field to individual well
levels – traffic light monitoring to
support early identification of well
component failures and notification
of wells operating outside safe
envelopes

Example layout of
an iWIT Home Page
with capability to
drill-down from the
organisation to the
well level

Integrated corrosion modelling and
MAASP calculations
Quantitative data, reliability and risk
analysis
Well Failure Model (Action Matrix) to
enable risk ranking of wells based on
failure evaluation
Task scheduling to track field
testing and maintenance activities
with a customisable schedule of
upcoming/current and overdue tests,
maintenance activities and repairs
Historical well event timeline and
data on well status at any point or
time period
Extensive library of out-of-the-box
reports
Flexible data tabulation and graphing
options
Integration with GIS systems

iWIT What’s New
iWIT is now available as a cloudhosted service, in addition to an
on-premise enterprise solution
accessed through your organisation’s
intranet
Significant recent enhancements
include workflow management, ad
hoc reporting, and configurable
safety-critical equipment diagrams

Why Wood Group?
Unrivalled domain expertise
A collaborative approach

Integration

iWIT has a proven track record of integrating with over 30 third party systems such as
well, drilling or production databases, SCADA/historian systems, ERP systems & GIS tools
including ArcGIS, Avocet, Energy Upstream, Finder, IP21, Maximo, OpenWells, PI, SAP
and WellView. iWIT also uniquely integrates with Wood Group’s Nexus-IC Asset Integrity
Management System software to deliver a clear picture of all-of-field integrity within a
single environment. Decision makers quickly understand where the threats and challenges
lie in their complex systems.

Analytical Capabilities

Analytical capabilities include Mean-Time-to-Failure (MTTF) analysis for evaluating the
reliability of tested well components such as SSSVs, packers or pumps. Annulus pressure
data can be trended and comparisons can be drawn between wellhead pressure or
temperature readings and annuli pressures to distinguish thermal and sustained annulus
pressure. Evaluating the correlation of adjacent annuli pressure readings is supported
to help identify communication. iWIT uniquely integrates with Wood Group’s iQRA, the
largest well component service in the oil and gas industry. iQRA enables MTTF analysis for
quantitative risk and reliability assessments, and critical decision making by benchmarking
reliability against a global dataset of industry averages.

Integrated Corrosion Modelling & MAASP Calculations
Corrosion evaluation of production tubing is
based on real-time production data sourced from
semi-continuous or intermittent readings. MAASP
calculations can be completed using iWIT on realtime data and allow for tubular wall thickness loss
ensuring safe operations as the well matures.
iWIT options include mobile data acquisition in the
field using a ruggedised laptop or tablet with data
entry forms designed for touchscreen use. Rapid
two-way synchronisation with iWIT or any relational
database is performed at the press of a button.

Implementation & Support

Wellsite Data Capture

A proven track record of delivery

We employ rigorous and proven implementation methodologies for both full-scale and pilot
deployments. After a system goes live, you’ll have access to multiple support channels
including options for onsite support.

Global presence with local capabilities

Integrity Management Solutions

Access to market leading technology

iWIT solutions are delivered as broader Wood Group Integrity Management capabilities –
from wellbore to refinery. Ask us about our capabilities to deliver solutions from materials
analysis and selection, integrity management systems design and strategy development,
documentation, lifecycle prediction and integrity for decommissioning and abandonment.

Contact

For further information please contact info@intetech.com
Or visit our website: www.intetech.com

